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Staff Additions 2016-17
Dr Mike Thomas joined
the Social Work Division in
August 2016 as MA Programme Lead. He graduated from the MA in Social
Work at Brunel in 2007,
and went on to complete a
further Master's in Social
Science Research Methods and a PhD in Social
Policy at Cardiff University.
Mike's doctoral research was about the impact of marriage and civil
partnership for same-sex
couples in the UK, Canada and California, and
focused on identifying
gaps between legal and
social equality. He is currently researching the impact of equal marriage for
LGB couples in Great Britain, following legalisation
in 2014. Mike comes to
us from the University of
Kent, where he lectured

on BA and MA Social
Work programmes. For
the past eighteen months
he has been working
alongside Mary Pat Sullivan and Christina Victor
on the 'Reimagining Loneliness' seminar series as a
joint Brunel-Kent initiative. As well as leading
the MA Programme, Mike
will be teaching MA modules on Sociology and Social Policy, What Works in

Alison joined Brunel in June so
has spent the summer familiarising herself with the social work programmes and
developing teaching plans she is therefore itching to
finally meet students!! She
brings to the classroom 25
years working in social
care. She began as a care
assistant before choosing to
qualify as a Social Worker. As a practitioner she
worked with disabled children and their families in
both the voluntary and statutory sectors before deciding
to
undertake
further
study. A Masters degree in
disability studies and PhD
exploring the peer cultures
of disabled children when
visiting respite settings led
her to lecturing, something
she has been doing since
2005. Since then she has

been based at a number of
Universities (Reading, Oxford Brookes, Portsmouth,
Winchester) working within a
variety of courses ranging
from foundation degrees
through to masters programmes.
Alison's research interests are very
much influenced by childhood sociology and disability
studies, meaning that she is

Forthcoming Events
New Perspectives
on Loneliness: Developing Theory,
Methodology and
Evidence
‘The next Reimagining
Loneliness seminar will
take place on Friday 7th
October in the Hamilton
Centre at Brunel. This
event focuses on interventions and evaluation, and
will explore how we measure loneliness and judge
the effectiveness of interventions to tackle loneliness. Speakers include
Kellie Payne (Campaign to
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End Loneliness), Claire
Preston (Anglia Ruskin
University), Korina Cox
(Ecorys UK) and Neil Chadborn (Nottingham University). This seminar series is
funded by the Economic
and Social Research Council and is organised by
Christina Victor, Mary Pat
Sullivan and Mike Thomas. You can find out more
about the seminar and
register for this free event
here:
https://
www.eventbrite.co.uk/e/
loneliness-interventionswhat-works-and-whytickets-19949054158

RESEARCH SEMINAR
by Mireia Foradada Villar
who is Visiting Scholar in
the Division from June
to September 2016.
'The Social Capital and
Romantic/Sexual Relationships of Young
Women in Care, Careleavers and University
Students’

were interviewed and I consider their accounts through
a framework of social capital,
identifying different kinds of
social capital in the groups. I
will discuss their different
perceptions of gender violence, and how more women
in the care leaver/foster care
group identify violent situations than undergraduates.
Being ‘tolerant’ with their
partners in order to avoid the
conflict is a particular concern. Another difference I will
explore is their differing ideas
about maternity and the possibility of futures involving
LGTBI, single motherhoods,
infertility, or fostered or
adopted children.

In this paper I will present
the different perceptions
held by young women
care leavers or in foster
care, and young female
undergraduates with regard to life goals and gender violence. Fifty-two
young women (26 in the Tuesday September 27th, 2
foster care group and 26 -3pm
female
undergraduates) Room EG003

Social Work Division

New Books by our staff
I

Dr. Yohai Hakak




Dr Pam Alldred
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Visiting Scholar

Website Launch

Prize Winners

Well done from the
whole team!

Carers’ support group
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Brunel University London

THE SOCIAL WORK
BOOK CLUB
TUESDAY 29TH NOVEMBER,
12NOON
OR COME ALONE
THURSDAY 1ST DECEMBER, 12NOON
BRING YOUR LUNCH
WATCH OUT ON BBL FOR
ROOM DETAILS…….

The State of Girl’s Rights in the UK

Twitter and Facebook
Brunel Social Work is now on
Twitter and Facebook. Follow us
here or find us @BrunelSocWork
and like us here or https://
www.facebook.com/
BrunelSocialWork

Congratulations to all our
postgraduate students who
graduated in July at the
ceremony on campus. Our next
graduation
will
be
the
December one in Westminster
Hall, central London.

Division of Social Work
Department of Clinical Sciences
Brunel University London
Uxbridge, UB8 3PH
http://www.brunel.ac.uk/chls/
clinical-sciences/social-work

If you have any comments or feedback on this newsletter, or would like to
contribute to the next issue, please email:
Pam.alldred@brunel.ac.uk Next copy deadline: end of February 2017

